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POINTS TO REMEMBER

Food Stamp Program Violations

In recent case in the Southern District of Ohio Michael Levy
d/b/a Mikes Market United States of America the Government was perman
ently enjoined from taking administrative action to disqualify retailer from

participation in the Food Stamp Program The judge ruled that since the retailer

was not charged with violations until two years after they had occurred the re
tailer was not given the full opportunity as provided for by the regulations to

submit information explanations or evidence concerning the instances of non
compliance

It is indicated that administrative action was held in abeyance pend
ing determination as to prosecution by the Office of the United States Attorney

Here twentyone months elapsed before determination to decline prosecution

was made To forestall recurrence of similar actions in other courts it is

recommended that prosecutive determination be made as soon as possible after

referral The Department of Agriculture strongly urges that such determination be

made not later than six months after the date of referral

Sentencing Informationto be Considered

Section 3577 of Title 18 United States Code provides that no

limitation shall be placed upon the information concerning the background

character and conduct of person convicted of an offense which court of the

United States may receive and consider for the purpose of imposing an appropriate

sentence While this was enacted as part of Title of the Organized Crime Con
trol Act of 1970 on dangerous special offender sentencing the provision applies

in all sentencing proceedings as authority for courts to consider all available in
formation for the purpose of shaping individualized sentences The provisions

reflects substantial body of judicial precedents See eg together with cases

cited therein United States Schipan.t 435 2d 26 C.A 1970 cert den
401 U.S 983 allowing the use for sentencing purposes of evidence illegally

obtained through wiretapping

United States Attorneys should make full use of 18 U.S.C 3577

It should be recognized however that the statute is not intended to justify use

of information that has no probative value In this connection it is noted that

the Supreme Court of the United States recently required the remanding of case

for reconsideration of the sentence where the sentencing judge had considered

in part record of prior convictions that were not recognized to be invalid
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because obtained against defendant who was not then represented by and had

not waived counsel We deal here not with sentence imposed in the informed

discretion of trial judge but with sentence founded at least in part upon mis
information of constitutional magnitude United States Tucker January 11
1972 slip opinion This is not inconsistent with the principle that all types
of information may be considered for sentencing purposes it simply means that

sentencing judge may not rely upon information that in fact is inaccurate It is

clear from the Tucker opinion that the sentencing judge could have taken into

consideration and on resentencing after remand could still take into consider
ation the defendants acts upon which the convictions were based it was only
the sentencing urts reliance on what it had presumed to be lawful prior con
victions that required the remand

Postal Offenses Holdups of Mail Carriers
18 U.S.C 2114

The United States Postal Service is experiencing substantial rise

in the number of holdups and robberies of postmen Such criminal conduct can

seriously interfere with the functioning of the postal system There were 39

holdups in fiscal year 1970 89 holdups in fiscal year 1971 and there have been

79 holdups in the first six months of fiscal year 1972 As stated in the United

States Attorneys Bulletin of July 1971 527 Generally robberies

of mails 18 U.S.C 2114 are so grave as to require felony treatment

Upon the presentation of postal holdup matter by the Postal In
spection Service United States Attorneys are urged to be aggressive in their

prosecution of the matter and where appropriate are urged to argue for the

imposition of severe penalties upon the offender

Criminal Division
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ANTITRUST DIVISION

Acting Assistant Attorney General Walker Comegys

DISTRICT COURT

SHERMAN ACT

SUPREME COURT REVERSES DISTRICT COURT AND HOLDS
COOPERATIVE FOOD PURCHASING ASSOCIATION TO HAVE VIOLATED
SECTION OF THE SHERMAN ACT

United States Topco Associates Inc Ct 1971
No 70-82 March 29 1972 60-4-0

On March 29 1972 five member majority of the Supreme Court
answered mounting doubts with respect to the continued efficacy of

per se approach to horizontal territorial and customer restrictions en-
gendered by its 1967 ruling in United States Sealy Inc 388 U.S 350
Writing for the Court Mr Justice Marshall held that the license provi
sions of Topco Associates Inc cooperative food purchasing associa
tion which allocate territories and classes of customers to minimize
competition at the retail level constitute per se violation of Section
of the Sherman Act In brief separate opinion Mr Justice Blackmun
concurred in the result Chief Justice Burger dissented Justices Powell
and Rehnquist took no part in the consideration or decision of the case

Topco serves as common purchasing agent for approximately 25

independent regional supermarket chains procuring and distributing on
an exclusive basis more than 1000 different food and related non-food

products The majority of these products are distributed under various
brand names private labels owned by Topco The member supermarket
chains which completely control Topco operations had combined retail

sales in 1967 of $2 billion exceeded by only the national grocery chains
members average market share in its area is about percent its

competitive position on the local level is frequentlyas strong as that of

any other chain

The Topco bylaws establish an exclusive category of territorial

licenses under which most members licenses are issued and the two
other membership categories have proved to be de facto exclusive Be
cause no member under this system may sell Topco brand products out
side the territory in which it is licensed expansion into another members
territory is in practice permitted only with the other members consent
and because member in effect has veto power over admission of new

member members can control actual or potential competition in the
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territorial areas in which they are concerned Moreover Topco members
are prohibited from selling any product supplied by the association at

wholesale whether trade-marked or not without securing special per
mission which is not granted without the consent of other interested

Topco licensees

The United States charged that Topcots scheme of dividing markets
violates the Sherman Act because it operates to prohibit competition in

Topco label products among retail grocery chains and also challenges
Topcs restrictions on wholesaling The government maintained that

Supreme Court decisions dating back to United States Addyston Pipe
Steel Co 175 U.S 211 1899 affirming 85 271 1898
Taft establish that such restraints constitute per se violations of
Section Topco contended that it needs territorial divisions to maintain
its private label program and to enable it to compete with the larger
chains that the association could not exist if the territorial divisions were
not exclusive and that the restrictions on intrabrand competition enable
members to meet larger chain interbrand competition The district court

Ill relying principally on Sandura Co Federal Trade
Commission 339 Zd 846 1964 upheld the restrictive

practices as reasonable and on balance pro-competitive The decision
was appealed directly to the Supreme Court pursuant to the Expediting Act
15 U.S.C 29.

The Supreme Court reversed Finding the Topco territorial limita
tions to be all foursu with the horizontal restraints involved in United
States Sealy Inc supra the Court held them to be per se violations
of Section Commenting on its application of the per se doctrine the

Court stated

Whether or not we would decide this case the same way
under the rule of reason used by the District Court is irrel
evant to the issue before us The fact is that courts are of
limited utility in examining difficult economic problems

omitted Our inability to weigh in any meaning
ful sense destruction of competition in one sector of the

economy against promotion of competition in another sector
is one important reason we have formulated per se rules

In significant footnote the Court declared that the extent that

Sealy casts doubt on whether horizontal territorial limitations unaccom
panied by price-fixing are per se violations of the Sherman Act we re
move that doubt today

Dissenting Chief Justice Burger asserted that the majoritys appli
cation of the per se doctrine to territorial restraints far from being
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commanded by prior decisions makes far-reaching new law The Chief

Justice stated that the economic effect of the new rule as applied to

Topco-type arrangements is clear unless Congress intervenes grocery

staples marketed under private label brands with their lower consumer

prices will soon be available only to those who patronize the large national

chains

Staff Howard Shapiro Stephen Rubin and Hugh
Morrison Jr
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CIVIL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Patrick Gr.y III

COURTS OF APPEALS

ARMED FORCES JUDICIAL REVIEW

FIRST CIRCUIT VACATES PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION ORDERING
AIR FORCE TO RETAIN OFFICERS ON ACTIVE DUTY PENDING THEIR
ACTION TO SET ASIDE PASS-OVERS FOR PROMOTION

Robert Pauls et al Secretary of the Air Force No
71-1044 decided March 27 1972 D.J 145-14-675

Two Air Force captains were scheduled for mandatory release from
active duty because they had been passed over for promotion at least twice
The officers sought to prevent their release by asking the Air Force Board
for the Correction of Military Records to void certain of their efficiency re
ports and toports and to cancel the pass-overs based thereon In support of

this request the officers asserted that general inflation in the efficiency

report ratings of other Air Force officers rendered their own ratings un
fairly low After the Correction Board denied their claim the officers

brought this action in the district court just prior to their scheduled release

They obtained preliminary injunction on the ground that the Correction

Board had committed procedural errors in processing their claim The dis
trict court also remanded the matter to the Board for further proceedings

On the Governments appeal the First Circuit vacated the order en
joining the officers release from active duty noting inter alia that the
cases holding promotions to be discretionary and not subject to court

review clearly minimize any chance of the plaintiffs to ultimately succeed

in their efforts to be promoted In addition the Court of Appeals stated

that retention of the plaintiffs in the Air Force may well impair the effi

ciency of the Air Force The Court did not pass upon any questions raised

in the case which were unrelated to the grant of the preliminary injunction
but it noted that if the officers ultimately prevail they will be entitled to back

pay and restoration of seniority rights

Staff Morton Hollander and William Kanter Civil Division

RETROACTIVITY

SECOND CIRCUIT HOLDS OCALLAHAN PARKER RETROACTIVE
AND VOIDS 1944 COURT-MARTIAL CONVICTION FOR AUTO THEFT
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United States ex rel John Fleinings John Chafee

No 71-1997 decided March 28 1972 D.J 145-6-1048

In 1944 seaman.Flemings while absent without leave from his New

Jersey base was arrested by Pennsylvania State Police.for theft of an auto

which had been parked on Trenton New Jersey street Transferred to

military custody he was charged with absence without leave and theft of an

auto from civilian At his court-martial he pleaded guilty on the advice

of his military counsel to both charges and was sentenced to three years in

carceration loss of pay and dishonorable discharge

In 1969 in OCallahan Parker 395 258 the Supreme Court

held that Congress was without power under the Constitution to grant juris

diction to courts-martial to try servicemen for crimes that are not service

connected The Court expressly declined to reach the issue of the retroac

tivity of OCallahan in ReLford Commandant 401 U.S 355 1971

Flemings broughtthis action in 1970 seeking to overturn his 1944

court-martial conviction for auto theft The district court held this convic

tion void and ordered Flemings dishonorable discharge changed to bad

conduct discharge the maximum punitive discharge authorized for the

AWOL conviction

In affirming the Second Circuit first held that the auto theft offense

was not service connected under the criteria established in OCallahan and

Relford Next it held that OCallahan should be applied retroactively be

cause that decision was based upon the subject matter jurisdictional limita

tions of courts-martial fundamental part of our common law jurispru

dence the Court stated is the doctrine that convictions rendered by

court lacking either personal or subject matter jurisdictions are void

On this ground the Court distinguished cases such as Linkletter Walker

381 U.S 618 1965 dealing with the retroactivity of judicial decisions an-

flouncing new constitutionally required criminal procedures The Court

added however that even under the balancing test applicable in those cases

OCallahan should be made retroactive because the purpose of OCallahan

to insure fair trials to servicemen supports its retrospective application

and the anticipated administrative and judicial burdens of retroactivity

are not as great as the Government contended the Court found

This Second Circuit decision conflicts with those of every other court

which has passed on the issue including the Fifth Circuit in Gosa Mayden

450 Zd 753 1971 the Tenth Circuit in Schblmann Mosley No 473-70

March 24 1972 and the Court of Military Appeals in Mercer Dillon

19U.S.C.M.A 264 41 C.M.R 264 1970 Apetitionforcertiorarihas
been filed in Gosa so this conflict is likely to be resolved by the Supreme
Court

Staff James Hair Civil Division
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SHIP MORTGAGE ACT FORECLOSURE PROCEDURE

FIFTH CIRCUIT HOLDS LOUISIANA DEFICIENCY JUDGMENT STAT
UTE INAPPLICABLE TO FORECLOSURES UNDER THE FEDERAL SHIP
MORTGAGE ACT

Ray McDermott and Co Morning Star et al 28 496
decidedMarch23 1972 61-19518

The defendant purchased vessels from the plaintiff shipbuilder by giv
ing notes secured by mortgage under the Ship Mortgage Act of 1920 46

911 et seq. After the purchaser defaulted the shipbuilder fore
closed on the ship mortgage and the vessels were sold to the shipbuilder at

judicial sale The shipbuilder also obtained deficiency judgment which
the purchaser challenged by relying upon Louisiana statute that bars de
ficiency judgment where the property is not appraised and is purchased by
the mortgagee at the judicial sale three-judge panel of the Fifth Circuit

sustained this challenge and vacated the deficiency judgment 431 Zd 714

On rehearing en banc the Fifth Circuit held the Louisiana statute in
applicable in accord with the Governments position as an-iicus curiae The

Court ruled that one purpose of the federal act was to achieve uniform

ship mortgage foreclosure procedure The Court then noted that 28 U.S
2001 and 2004 which govern judicial sales in federal courts require ap
praisals before private but not public foreclosure sales To apply the

Louisiana appraisal requirement to public sales would therefore be incon
sistent with the federal statutory procedure the Fifth Circuit concluded

Finally the Court indicated that mortgagor is protected without the ap
praisal requirement because district court has discretion to refuse to

confirm judicial sale if the price bid is grossly inadequate

Staff Michael Stein Civil Division
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CRIMINAL DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Henry Petersen

COURTS OF APPEALS

NARCOTICS AND DANGEROUS DRUGS

EXEMPTION ALLOWING USE OF PEYOTE IN RELIGIOUS

LIMITED TO NATIVE AMERICAN CHURCH

Patricia Lou Kennedy et al Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous

Drugs C.A No 71-1157 decided April 1972 D.J 12-5496

The Church of the Awakening New Mexico religious corporation

its president and four church members sought review of an order of the

Director of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs rejecting their

petition to amend 21 320 3c3 which allows the Native American

Church group of Indians to use the hallucinogenic drug peyote in bona

fide religious ceremonies to include the Church of the Awakening within

which exemption accorded 1he Native American Church

The Ninth Circuit affirmed the order of the Director of the Bureau

of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs The Court held that petitioners effort

to expand the regulation to include the Church of the Awakening would create

one classification for the Native American Church and the Church of the

Awakening and another classification for all other churches that use

peyote in bona fide religious ceremonies this classification said the

Court is an arbitrary one that cannot withstand substantive due process

attack

In dicta the Ninth Circuit also indicated that the present regulation

granting an exemption to the Native American Church is itself invalid

However since the Native American Church was not party to this pro-

ceeding the Court did not actually strike down the regulation but merely

indicated that it could not withstand constitutional attack in an appropriate

proceeding The COurt concluded that the question of whether or not the

religious use of peyote by any group is protected by the First Amendment

was not properly before it and they accordingly limited their opinion to

the constitutionality of the exemption regulation

Staff Harold James Pickerstein

Criminal Division
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NARCOTICSCONTROLLED SUBSTANCES

DEFENDANTS HELD TO BE PROPERLY SENTENCED UNDER
NARCOTIC LAWS WHICH WERS REPEALED DURING TRIAL

United States James Bradley Jr et al C.A No 71-1186
March 10 1972 D.J 12-36-316

In March 1971 James Bradley Jr and three associates were in
dicted for conspiring to sell cocaine not pursuant to an order form in
violation of 26 4705a and 26 7237b The defendants
were found guilty on May 1971 and sentenced to five year term The
sentences were not subject to suspension probation or parole 26
7237d Thereafter the defendants filed motion under Rule 35
Crim with the First Circuit Court of Appeals requesting correction
of their sentences In the motion they noted that the statutes under which
they had been convicted and sentenced were repealed by the Comprehen
sive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970 21 U.S.C 801 et seq
which took effect on May 1971 They argued that since the new DrugAct had been in effect when they were sentenced the court should have
considered suspending their sentences placing them on probation or
making them eligible for parole under the provisions of the new Act

The Court of Appeals noted that U.S.C 109 the general federal
saving statute and 1103 the saving provision of the new Drug Act con
trolled resolution of the defendants contention The Court held that 109s
penalty forfeiture or liability language applies not only to criminal of
fenses but also to punishment therefor Reading 109 and 1103 together
the court concluded that narcotic offenses committed prior to May 1971
are to be punished according to the law in force at the time of the offense
Accordingly the sentences imposed were affirmed

In reaching the above result the First Circuit disagreed with the
rationale of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in United States Stephens
449 Zd 103 9th Cir 1971 Stephens as the Court observed in
volved similar chronological sequence but reached the opposite conclu
sion with respect to 7237d The First Circuit noted that the StephensCourt did not reach the specific and general saving provisions together
since it concluded that the general provision U.S 109 was not
applicable to 26 U.S.C 7237d The Stephens panel held that U.S
109 applied only to prior narcotic or marihuana substantive prosecution
statutes and not to statute such as 7237d which- in the Courts view
dealt only with sentencing In Bradley however the Court held that
U.S.C 109 was applicable to 7237d and also held that 7237ds
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sentencing provisions constitute liability incurre4 within the meaning

of U.S.C 109

For cases reaching result similar to Bradley see United States

Fiotto 454 Zd 252 1972 and United States Caraballo 334

Supp 843 S.D.N.Y 1971

Staff United States Attorney Herbert Travers

Assistant United States Attorney Paul Ware Jr

Mass

DISTRICT COURTS

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES ACT CIVIL FORFEITURES JURISDICTION

FAILURE TO FILE BOND WHEN VEHICLE VALUED AT LESS

THAN $2500.00 DEPRIVES COURT OF JURISDICTION

John Kourbage Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs

E.D.N.Y 72-C-360 March 28 1972 D.J 12-52-481

The plaintiff sought an order to show cause for the return of 1969

Pontiac GTO which had been seized from his son because of its alleged

use by him in violation of the Controlled Substances Act 21 U.S 801

et seq The petitioner claimed ownership of the car that he had loaned

it to his son and that he had no knowledge of the unlawful use of the car

No contraband was found in the car or on the sons person The car was

appraised at $2 000 on the basis of the blue book The district court

ordered the plaintiffs petition dismissed for want of jurisdiction He

ruled that the forfeiture proceeding was against the car and the owners

innocence of knowledge of its unlawful use or intended unlawful use is im
material

The court noted that under 21 U.S.C 88 1a the provisions of the

Customs Laws apply to forfeitures incurred under the Controlled Sub

stances Act that the plaintiff failed to file the required claim and cost

bond with the Secretary of Treasury so as to transfer the case to the

United States Attorneys office for judicial proceedings under 19

1607 1608 that the procedure fixed by statute cannot be ignored in cases

where the vehicle is appraised at $2 500 or less and citing United States

Fields 425 2d 883 3d Cir 1970 and Frimet United States

305 Supp 975 S.D.N.Y 1969 ruled that the court obtains juris

diction in such cases only when the conditions set forth in 19 U.S.C 1608
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filing timely claim and cost bond are complied with The courts
holding is consistent with the decisions in earlier cases in this area

Staff United States Attorney Robert Morse and
Assistant United States Attorney Carl Stewart

New York

IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY ACT

SUSPENSION OF SCHEDULE PRECERTIFICATION LIST BY
THE SECRETARY OF LABOR HELD NOT SUBJECT TO THE PUBLICA
TION REQUIREMENTS OF 553

Lewis Mota et al Secretary of Labor 71 Civ 469MP February 1972 File No 39-51-3490

The plaintiffs aliens sought visas to enter the United States for
the purpose of performing labor Under U.S 1182a14 they are
ineligible to receive visas and are excluded from admission into the
United States unless at the time of application for visa and admission
the Secretary of Labor determines that there are not sufficient qualified
workers in the United States willing to perform the work of which the
alien is capable and unless the employment of such aliens would not ad
versely affect wages and working conditions of workers in the United
States similarly employed

On January 23 1969 the Secretary of Labor promulgated regula
tion which established Schedule Precertificatjon List An alien
whose occupation was on this list was not required to submit proof of

specific job offer in support of his application for labor certification since
the Secretary of Labor had already made the required determination under

l82a14 The list specifically provided that changes and
deletions would be made as required by the conditions of the labor market
Plaintiffs were duly certified under the Schedule Precertification
List

On February 1970 because of changes in the condition of the
domestic labor market the Secretary of Labor issued Directive suspend
ing the entire list No advance notice of this suspension was published in
the Federal Register Plaintiffs brought this class action to obtain judg
ment declaring invalid the February 1970 Directive

In response to plaintiffs contention that because the Directive had
substantial impact on the status conferred by their precertifications the

rule which it announces is substantive rule and obliges the Secretary
to follow the rule making procedures prescribed in 553 the
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court held that under the impact test the impact in question must involve

new rights and obligations to transform procedure into substance The

Directive did not create any new rights or obligations The conventional

test for determining the applicability of U.S.C 553 has been to consider

whether the rule in question is legislative rule Schedule Precerti

fication List is not legislative rule assuming the label rule even

applies to the determination of fact it represents Moreover U.S
553 applies only to rules or regulations which have the force of law
which Schedule did not U.S.C 1184a14 requires the Secretary to

make fact determination and it is to be distinguished from the finding

derived through precertification schedule The Secretary has no

authority to conier in advance of the time of processing and admission

binding certification interest which is not subject to modification or

revocation before the processing date because of adverse changes in the

labor market Thus the schedules and the precertifications thereunder

are aids which may be disregarded and to the extent that not to do so would

be inconsistent with the Secretarys duty under U.S.C 1184

The court further held that the publication requirements of

552 were satisfied since return of unprocessed visa applications with

explanations therefor constituted actual notice of the terms of the suspen
sion as far as it adversely affected the interests of the plaintiffs

Staff United States Attorney Whitney North Seymour Jr
and Assistant United States Attorney Stanley Wallensteir

S.D.N.Y
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INTERNAL SECURITY DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Robert Mardian

FOREIGN AGENTS REGISTRATION ACT

OF 1938 AS AMENDED

The Registration Section of the Internal Security Division administers

the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938 as amended 22 USC 611

which requires registration with the Attorney General by certain persons

who engage within the United States in defined categories of activity on be
half of foreign principals

April 1972

During the first half of this month the following new registrations were filed

with the Attorney General pursuant to the provisions of the Act

Government of India Tourist Office of New York City registered as branch

of the Government of India Department of Tourism Registrant will promote

tourism to India within the United States and is funded by the foreign princi

pal through the Indian Supply Mission Embassy of India Washington

Paul Harrison of Frederick Maryland registered as subscription agent for

Guozi Shudian Peking China Registrant will solicit subscriptions to

various publications distributed by the foreign principal amon which are

Peking Review China Pictorial China Reconstructs and Chinese Literature
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Kent Frizzºll

COURTS OF APPEALS

MINES AND MINERALS

NINTH CIRCUIT ESSENTIALLY PLACES BURDEN OF PROOF INMIN
ERAL LOCATION DISPUTES ON THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Verruev United States C.A No 71-1423 Mar 13 1972 reh

den Apr 1972 D.J 90-1-18-836

The placer claimant showed total sales by others of sand and gravel

from neighboring locations in the Phoenix area of about $200 gross over two

years Without discussions of those facts the Court of Appeals affirmed the

district courts overturning of the Secretary of the Interiors decision 75

300 that the claim was null and void for lack of discovery of valuable

mineral deposit The Court held those sales to be uncontradicted evidericeH

of marketability at profit The Court rejected the Goverrjnents hearing

witnesses testimony because the Court said they were not in the Phoenix

area at the relevant times and lacked personal knowledge of the market at

those times Circumstantial evidence of lack of any sales from the claim

ants own locations and the abundance of other readily available deposits of

sand and gravel was not regarded by the Court as substantial as against

the claimants positive evidence

The Courts decision in effect requires the Secretary to disprove

challenged mining claims

Staff Carl Strass Land and Natural Resources Division and

Assistant United States Attorney Richard Allemann Ariz

CONDEMNATION

ENHANCEMENT PRINCIPLE UNITED STATES NOT REQUIRED TO

PAY FOR PROJECT-CREATED VALUES FINDING OF LITTLE MARKET

FOR BORROW MATERIAL EXCEPT FOR PROJECT SUPPORTED BY

SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE AND PERMITTED ONLY NOMINAL AWARD

FOR BORROW LESSEES INTERESTS

United States 121 24 Acres in Jackson County Mimi

Nos 71-1466and7l-1546 April 1972 33-24-898-1

This was condemnation action for the taking of temporary easements

to remove borrow materials from seven parcels for use in the construction
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of an interstate highway On the date of taking leases were in effect between

the fee owners and construction firms to remove materials from the project

The fee owners accepted the compensation offered The district court found

$1003 to be just compensation for the lessees interests in that as of the

date of taking there was little demand for borrow material other than that

created by the project

On appeal the lessees argued that the district court had erred in

finding there was no market for the materials apart from the project and

that their valuation of the materials was not based on enhancement due to

the project but instead constituted the fair market value paid by the State of

Minnesota to owners for similar materials

The Eighth Circuit affirmed holding that the Government is not re
quired to pay for value created by its project that the enhancement princi

pie extends beyond the scope-of-the project situation to other increments

in value created by the project and that review of the record demonstrated

that there was either no demand or at best only nominal demand in the

area except for that created by the interstate highway project

Staff Thomas Adams Jr Land and Natural Resources Division

and Assistant United States Attorney Thorwald Anderson Jr

Minn

DISTRICT COURTS

ENVIRONMENT

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION NOTREQUIRED TO PREPARE ENVI
RONMENTAL STATEMENT WITH RESPECT TO ITS EXISTING EXPERI
MENTAL PROGRAM RELATING TO THE LIQUID SODIUM FAST
BREEDER REACTOR AS LONG AS STATEMENTS ARE PREPARED IN CON
NECTION WITH PRACTICAL DEVELOPMENTS SUCH AS AUTHORIZED
EXPERIMENTAL PLANTS

Scientists Institute for Public Information Inc Atomic Energy
Commission et al Civil Action No 1029-7 Mar 24 1972

90-1-4-3 15

Water cooled atomic reactors use only 71% of the natural uranium

required in the process the remainder being Uranium-238 In the fast

breeder reactor concept Uranium-238 is converted into fissionable mate

rial Piutonium-239 which in turn is capable of use as reactor fuel In

other words the breeder reactor produces more fuel than is consumed If

the breeder reactor can be successfully developed it will become major
energy supply source in meeting the Nations increasing energy demands



The Atomic Energy Commission has carried on research and devel

opment program relating to the fast breeder reactor for more than 20 years

and in recent years congressional appropriations have included specific

grants for development of pioneering demonstration plant In the Presi

dents Clean Energy Message of June 1971 112 Cong Rec 8313-17

June 1971 the Atomic Energy Commission was requested to proceed

with the early preparation and issuance of an environmental statement re

lating to the proposed demonstration plant

This suit was filed by an environmental group seeking declaratory

judgment that the Atomic Energy Commission is required by the National

Environmental Policy Act of 1970 to issue an environmental statement cover

ing the fast breeded program the entire theoretical scope of the

Commissions research activities relating to the liquid metal fast breeder

reactor that it is required to study develop and describe alternatives to

the breeder reactor in the production of energy and that after studying the

alternatives to the program the AEC must adopt that course which most

conforms to NEPA policies

Shortly after the suit was filed the Atomic Energy Commission issued

.S
draft environmental statement on the demonstration plant The statement

has been distributed for comment and it is expected that final statement

will be completed sometime this month Thus the issue presented in this

case is whether the language in the Act requiring the preparation of state

ment with respect to any major federal action significantlyaffeCtln the qual

ity of the human environment should be read as requiring statement cov

ering the entire research and development program

Cross-motions for summary judgment were filed and on March 24

1972 Judge Hart granted defendants motion and denied plaintiffs motion

In short opinion the court held that although the program was looking

hopefully toward period when the breeder reactor would become practical

for use and production of power the program itself remains in the re

search and development stage with no certainty that it will ever be econom

ically feasible or put into effect The court held that no implementing action

had taken place which would affect the quality of the environment but that

this point would be reached with the proposed construction of the demonstra

tion plant- -a fact which the recognized in issuing its draft statement

notice of appeal has been filed

Staff Thomas McKevitt Land and Natural Resources Division
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PUBLIC LANDS

INJUNCTION AGAINST ENGAGING IN BUSINESS ACTIVITIES IN NA
TIONAL PARK WITHOUT PERMIT IN VIOLATION OF VALID REGULATION

United States Warren Carter Ariz No 69-545-PCT Mar
1972 D.J 90-1-10-872

Warren Carter rented boats for use on Lake Powell within the Glen

Canyon National Recreation Area at business location outside the National
Recreation Area He would then transport the boat across lands within the

National Recreation Area launch it at site within the National Recreation
Area and on occasion provide guide service for the public on fishing and

sightseeing trips on Lake Powell

Interior regulations require permit for those engaging in or solicit-

ing any business in park areas except in instances not important to this

case 36 sec The National Park Service had refused to give
Mr Carter permit since concessioners in the recreation area were rea
sonably supplying the type service he was offering

The court enjoined Mr Carter from carrying on the described activi
ties without the permit required by 36 sec and held that

Mr Carter was engaging in business within the sense of 36 sec
the Secretary of the Interior did not exceed his statutory authority

in promulgating 36 sec there was no showing that the Park
Service refusal to grant permit to Mr Carter was arbitrary and even

though Mr Carters transactions may be characterized as interstate corn
merce boats might sail across the Arizona-Utah line on the navigable
waters of Lake Powell Congress intended the Secretary to have control
over the type business activities involved here

Staff Assistant United States Attorney Warner Lee Ariz

ENVIRONMENT

NEPA STATEMENT REQUIRED FOR FEDERALLY ASSISTED CON
STRUCTION OF UNIVERSITY DORMITORY ADEQUACY OF IMPACT
STATEMENT

Goose Hollow Foothills League et al George Romney et al
Ore CivilNo 71-528 Sept 1971 and Mar 15 1972 90-1-4-353

This suit sought to enjoin officials of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development HUD from disbursing federal funds for the construction
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of 16-story dormitory building for the Portland State University in the

Goose Hollow section of Portland Oregon as illegal under the National En

vironmental Policy Act NEPA and the Housing Act of 1950 12 U.S

sec 1749 Portland Student Services an organization which applied for and

obtained loan from HUD to finance the construction of the dormitory build

ing pursuant to the Housing Act of 1950 intervened

HUD had received preliminary environmental worksheet from

Portland Student Services After review HUD determined that NEPA did

not apply to this federally assisted action and that no formal environmental

impact statement was required Acting under HUD regulation regional

officials of HUD prepared negative NEPA statements statement that

the construction of the dormitory building would not have significant effect

on the quality of the human environment

The court entered preliminary injunction ordering HUD to prepare

and file formal NEPA statement with the Council on Environmental Quality

The court however stayed the injunction for 90 days to allow HUD time to

prepare and file its statement

The stay was removed at the end of the 90-day period since HUD had

by then filed only draft statement But the court dissolved the preliminary

injunction when HUD filed its final statement The remaining counts of the

complaint were that the construction of the dormitory building violated the

Housing Act of 1950 and that the final NEPA statement was inadequate

These counts were dismissed on March 15 1972

Staff First Assistant United States Attorney

Jack Collins Ore and Jonathan

Burdick Land and Natural Resources Division


